
The Z3 Pro Tablet Stand is extremely 
lightweight, crafted from aluminium the 
stand is fully adjustable, from 40cm 
to 135cm it can be positioned to your 
preference. The stand is equipped with 
rubber feet, eliminating marks on your floor 
and can also be rotated from any angle. 
The stand can be easily transported, just 
fold the stand in three simple steps and 
carry in one of RATstands portable Gig 
Bags.

THE 
Z3 PRO 
TABLET 
STAND



1. This stand can be folded to a flat pack  
in three simple moves with no knobs and  
no finger traps.

2. When unfolded, the stand is adjusted by 
raising or lowering it to the desired height and 
leaving it there. Its friction joints ensure that it 
stays at the right height.

3. A special joint means that you can look at 
your tablet from any position.

4. A single knob located on the rear of the 
cradle allows you to secure or release the 
tablet with ease.

5. The anodized aluminium stem is very strong, 
rigid and light. This stand doesn’t sway, and yet 
can be adjusted smoothly and easily.

6. Diecast aluminium legs with supertough 
scratch-resistant epoxy coating give enormous 
strength with low weight. Rubber feet preserve 
your floor and prevent clatter if the stand is 
knocked.

7. The Z3 Pro stand can be unfolded with its 
base reversed if required.

8. For further security, a floor bracket is 
available.

9. This stand fits neatly into the RATstands Gig 
Bag.

Specification

Height adjustable between: 360 and 1140mm 
(16” to 54”) from floor to bottom of tablet

Weight of stand: 2.1 kg

Size when folded:  
510 x 380 x 65mm (20” x 15” x 2 1/2”)

 
Product codes: 

Z3 Stand Pro 201Q34B

iPad Pro 12.9 inch gripper arms  201Q401

iPad Pro 9.7 inch gripper arms  201Q47

Floor Bracket  201Q21
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Specifier’s description

 

Construction

Structural parts Aluminium

Feet Natural rubber

Arms Sheet steel nylon coated

Coating Anodised aluminium

Dimensions

Lowest height to bottom of tablet 432mm [17.0in]

Tallest height to bottom of tablet 1207mm [47.5in]

Nesting pitch 120mm [4.7in]

Floor area occupied by 20 stands 503 x 435mm [20 X 17in]

Weight of stand without lamp 2.7kg [5.9lb]

General

Warranty 5 years

Applicable standards

Part number 201Q34B

A tablet floor stand with a telescopic stem made from anodized 
aluminium.  Stands can be nested on a flat floor, without requiring 
a trolley.  Stands can fold completely flat.  Base comprises of 
diecast aluminium legs with epoxy coating and rubber feet.  

Provision to adjust the angle of the head and the height of the 
stand without any adjusting screws or levers.  Nylon coated steel 
arms to hold the tablet are interchangeable and can be made to fit 
any iPad Pro.
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